


We are happy you decided to take a look at

our monthly VetJobs and Military Spouse

Jobs newsletter. 

 

Our goal is to help as many veterans, active-

duty service members, and spouses with

their career journey. In fact, over 40% of

those that work with us stay with us,

meaning we continue to help them advance

their career a second or even a third time. 

 

 We hope you enjoy and obtain valuable

information from this publication. 

Here at VetJobs and
Military Spouse Jobs,
we offer personalized,
1-on-1 job placement
assistance, career
exploration, and
employment training at
no cost to job applicants
or our employer
partners.

Whether you are Active
Duty, Reserves,
National Guard, 
or have completed
service, (separated or
retired)  we work with
all branches of the
military. 

All services provided at
no-cost.
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WELCOME

FOUNDERS OF MILITARY SPOUSE JOBS 
& VETJOBS

DEB & DAN KLOEPPEL



Okay, okay before the eye rolls start hear me out! I know the

saying "new year, new you" is very cliché; however, there is some

truth to the age old saying! 

The new year is a time to start something new. In reality, you

can start something new any day of the year but there is

something enticing about starting something new when the new

year rolls around. I want to add, this can be a new goal no matter

how little or large. I always used to roll my eyes when I would

hear someone say that but, last year, I actually tried it and it

worked out pretty well in terms of helping me reach a new goal. 

This year, I wanted to dedicate five minutes of abs to my daily

workout routine. Abs are always hard and generally not fun so I

challenged myself. It takes 21 days for something to become a

habit. 

So try it with me. What are you going to add to your daily routine

to improve your life? 

New Year, New You
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Sounds cliché, but hear me out.



Listen in as we interview our Military Spouse Jobs and VetJobs leadership, Founders
Deb and Dan Kloeppel and Sr. Vice President Stacy Bayton – the team behind the

leading veteran nonprofit focused on employment. 
 

Military Spouse Jobs and VetJobs are sister organizations and they recently surpassed
two major milestones:  1. they are the very first veteran service organization (VSO) to

surpass 75,000  verified hires! 2. their accomplished training department helped
military-affiliated job seekers complete  more than 20,000 training courses in their

skills advancement platform.
 

These achievements underscore their team’s commitment to improve employment
outcomes for the military-affiliated job seeker. Join the discussion as we roll up all of

2021, walk through what they’ve learned, what they have achieved, what's to come in
the world of employment for 2022, and so much more! 

Listen In
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Click HERE to listen now! 

https://youtu.be/sDXQBMKL3ig
https://youtu.be/sDXQBMKL3ig
https://youtu.be/sDXQBMKL3ig
https://youtu.be/sDXQBMKL3ig


75,000+
V E R I F I E D  H I R E S
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V E T J O B S  A N D  M I L I T A R Y  S P O U S E  J O B S  

 



We've successfully placed
over 75k military-affiliated

candidates into jobs.
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https://lnkw.co/VJ-Register-for-Services
https://militaryspousejobs.org/job-seekers
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in 2021

Congratulations to our accomplished training department who
helped more than 20,000 military-affiliated job seekers

complete training courses in our skills advancement platform!



Invent the new you with ingenuity, our world class, 

3-tiered training platform designed to help you hone

new skills, fill gaps in your resume, and prepare

yourself as you grow your career AND your future.
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Learn & Build Skills to Improve Your

Personal Marketability

Job Readiness & Employment Training
Badging and credentialing courses with
IBM SkillsBuild
Industry Skills Training + Certification &
Technical Training - like Cyber & IT!

1.
2.

3.

 

https://vetjobs.org/training


One of the major threats to our health and wellbeing as professionals is

stress. It is also an inevitable part of having a demanding job. 

However, exercising or having a regular wellness routine can have a

significant positive effect on how we deal with stress. After all, self-care is

an important component of professionalism.

There are many reasons why wellness is important to your career and, if you

learn how to keep your body and mind healthy as a professional, you’ll be

better prepared to manage your personal wellness as you grow and

encounter more and more constraints on your time.

WELLNESS MATTERS
TO YOUR CAREER.
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94% of people who make a New Year’s Resolution to "Lose weight", "Eat healthier"
or to "Get in shape" fail. Why? Because these are not S.M.A.R.T goals! Here is how

you can make your New Year's goals S.M.A.R.T.er!
 

S- Specific: Instead of a goal to “lose weight” be specific! I suggest a body
composition goal, instead of a pounds lost goal. This way, you are focusing on fat

loss which is a better reflection of improving health.
For example: "I will reduce my body fat to 35%." 

 
M- Measurable: How will you measure this? How often will you measure it? How

will you track it?
 

For example: "I will measure my body fat with my body composition scale every
Sunday morning when I get out of bed.”

 
A: Attainable: Be realistic. Fads diets may work short-term, but guess what? 
80% gain all the weight back plus some. Why? Because that fad diet was not

sustainable.
 

For example: “I will lose 1% body fat each week for 10 weeks.”
 

R: Relevant: Focus on the weekly tasks to get you closer to your goal each day.
What does that look like for your life?

 
For example: “I will stick to my eating plan Monday through Friday”. Or “I will

workout 4 out of 7 days a week.”
 

T: Time: If you don't give yourself a time schedule to achieve your small goals that
lead up to your big goal, time will fly by, and that goal will stay just as far away as it

was a year ago. Schedule each of your healthy activities in your calendar. Your
time reflects your priorities. 
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Make your New Year’s
Resolution S.M.A.R.Ter!

Stephanie Lincoln, 

Founder of Fire Team Whiskey

 

http://s.m.a.r.t.er/


Salute to Industry aims to shine light on programs and employers that are going above and
beyond in their respective industries to help veterans and their families grow through
education, training, and job placement. 

In this interview, we feature and want to raise the awareness of LeafHome! 

LeafHome is SERVICING 100+ LOCATIONS ACROSS NORTH AMERICA with over
750,000 satisfied customers! 

More important is their exceptional support for our military, veterans. and military spouses!
Listen in as we dive into the growth potential and transferability with this rapidly expanding
company!

 
CLICK HERE TO WATCH! 
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https://youtu.be/QBVbEVEZqJo
https://youtu.be/QBVbEVEZqJo
https://youtu.be/QBVbEVEZqJo


There are a few things I truly enjoy as much as pouring out encouragement
and life-breathing truth into the ears and hearts of others. I love to cheer
others on in their success. One of the ways I do this is to take the time to pen
a handwritten letter. Each time I walk into the post office I cannot resist
buying a book of stamps. I don't know when the practice began, but
something about putting my feelings into writing and sending that envelope
off on an adventure up the street or across the world to make someone feel
better became a worthwhile surrender of time for me. Somewhere along the
way, no matter how much I verbalize this sentiment toward a handwritten
letter, my recent actions show differently. The time I have chosen to prioritize
this simple gesture has dwindled. Whether it was stress levels, the number of
projects, the season of life, or quite frankly a carelessness to prioritize on my
part - I miss those few moments dwelling on the value of another person in
this way.

As I think about the stress that weighs us down these days – particularly
during a job search – no wonder we miss the little things that can have such
an impact. I suspect there are intentional and valuable practices being
missed that could be serving the job search efforts while also bringing
fulfillment and validation to our days in between.

I know that I am missing out on the opportunity to cultivate a deeper
relationship or connection by not writing the cards that I once did. I have all
the supplies I need, yet do not make that time a priority. We often do this in
our application process for a new job or a promotion opportunity. We spend
the time searching and submitting generic resumes or empty LinkedIn
connection requests and inaccurately expect a grand result of some sort.
Realistically, the cultivation of results-driven activity comes by prioritizing
some or all the following:
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WORK AND WELLNESS
CRYSTAL MCFADDEN, LPC



Knowledge of the organization, role, and team to which we are applying

Knowing ourselves well enough to determine proper alignment with
mission, values, and responsibilities to which we are applying

Asking questions of depth prior to, and during the interview process to
exhaust game-changing unknowns prior to offer acceptance or decline.

Creating connections within the team that are meaningful and add value to
both sides
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The targeting of a resume, research of an organization, the thank you letter,
and the week-after follow-up may seem like hoops everyone has to jump
through – but for the right relationship, it can be worth it. How meaningful is the
business relationship between the paycheck writer and you, the hopeful
paycheck receiver? What type of days would you prefer to have – those you
feel like you are making a difference and your work matters, or the one where
each day you do the same job to realize it needs to be redone again a different
way tomorrow?  I’m telling you, and I’m telling me – it may be worth the four
minutes it takes to write that letter that could impact the next four or forty years
in a big way. There’s more at stake than the immediate outcome.
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